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Q1 Can you elaborate on the quantitative randomization of the Wang tile-based UC, i.e.: How small
(tile-wise) can (and/or should) you go with the tiling concept in order to generate greater variabil-
ity of the tiles? Are constrained on the tile ensemble necessary and possible in order to enforce
(despite great local variability) certain microstructural characterstics? How accessible is the car-
dinality of the ensemble of all tilings for a given tile set (with/without constraints)? How could a
different lattice layout influence the variability qualitatively (triangular, hexagonal, …)?

Q2 Can you think about Wang tiling being a way to leverage machine learned algorithms? For in-
stance, can you imageWang tiles to bemerged into convolutional deep learning andwhat benefits
and drawbacks do you see?

Q3 Visionary question: Can you imagine the use of theWang tile concept for the modeling of stochas-
tic time dependent processes by letting the time another coordinate to consider? What modifica-
tion would be needed in order to achieve this objective? Do you consider this a viable path for
future research?

Q4 The variability of the two point correlation is restricted by the tiles. Is there a bound on the vari-
ability of the 1 point statistics (i.e. volume fractions) and 2 point statistics (i.e. autocorrelation for
two phase materials to keep it simple)? In particular, how does the tile size and in-tile variability
translate to the variability of the n-PCF of synthesized microstructures of given size? What impli-
cations can be drawn from this consideration regarding the tile size and optimized target system
size? Is the use of a larger tile set (possibly smaller tiles though) favorable compared to a small
tile set with high variability?

Q5 In Section 3.3.1 a series of constraints is introduced that can provide different distributions of par-
ticles. Regarding the stochastic nature of the process, is there some understanding how the poste-
rior information (i.e. the information about all previously placed particles) impacts the placement
of the future particles and, thereby, predefines the overall statistical properties? I.e. can, based
on the data at m particles it be concluded that a certain statistical property can be reached or not?
Which tools from statistical microstructure analysis lend themselves to this problem?

Q6 Regarding the level-set approach, it seems that the order in which the particles are placed in the
tiles can heavily influence the statistics. For instance, filling one tile until the stopping criterion is
met will pre-define many other tiles—it will lead to a (heavily) constrained distribution. If particles
are placed unordered in various tiles until all tiles have stopped, then the statistical impact seems
different. Is there some evidence on how (qualitatively and quantitatively) the order does influence
the overall statistics of the tile ensemble? What are the implications on tilings (i.e. on synthesized
microstructures)? If I understand correctly, then seeing tile I as central tile in Modification 1, p. 32,
implies that after a placement of particle therein, each possibly connected tile from the database
sees a particle addition, as well (what if no particles were added? is the local particle adding
repeated until one is found or the tile is complete?). [This question is related to the previous one.]

Q7 For the level-set method how does the performance deteriorates if the particle morphology gets
oblate/prolate [i.e. whisker/fiber like particles]? Thiswould be interesting for potential applications
to fibrous materials where the generation of artificial structures is a big struggle. Could it be
possible to have tiles even for rather unidirectional particles in order to genereate variable high
volume fraction UC of fibrous materials?

Q8 (comment-style question) Is the vertex based tiling the dual to the edge based tiling, i.e. can an edge
based tile set be directly transformed into a (possibly differently sized) vertex tile set? It would be
very interesting to investigate such primal/dual spaces and the advantages of using the one or the
other (estpecially using them simultaneously for the respective optimal purpose).


